
Benefits of Light Energy
Élan light energy products generate 
and deliver photodynamic light. 
Studies have shown that light can:

•  Reduce stress

• Relax muscles

•  Stimulate acupuncture
points and immune
response

•  Provide relief of
minor aches
and pains

•  Improve range
of motion

•  Increase
local blood
circulation

Energetic Living 
Achieved Naturally 

Élan Energetics was created from the belief that  
we are all energetic beings that are supported 
by frequency, light and sound. Élan means 
liveliness, enthusiasm and a strong positive 
feeling of wanting to push ahead with a cause. 
Our cause and  commitment is a new health 
paradigm through  leadership in the energetic 
wellness industry.
It is our mission to bring energetic health 
modalities to the mainstream through the 
highest quality and most advanced technology 
available.

Our vision of Élan is a space where you find  
inspiration, power, possibility and wholeness. It 
is within each of us built from light. Without 
existence  in time or space, Élan lives in our 
conversation and our power to create. It is a 
new world where transformation and vital health 
are there for all who choose it. Élan answers a 
need in the wellness field for innovative 
technology and the finest quality  
of advanced energetic products.We cater to  
professionals for clinical application as well as  
convenient in-home use by everyday 
consumers. With our light energy systems, 
users experience  
a safe, non-invasive, meditative session while  
being infused with light. 

We are human photocells 
whose ultimate biological 
nutrient is light.

-Dr. Gabriel Cousens, MD, Psychiatrist
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Genesis Generation

Discover Light Energy
Contact:



Please note that light energy does not work for every 
person.This system is not intended to diagnose, treat, 
cure, mitigate or prevent disease. If you have a disease or 
medical condition, consult with your physician or health 
practitioner before using The Genesis Generation. Use 
only as directed. REV. 06/2015

elanenergetics.com l 855-789-ELAN l sales@elanenergetics.com

Select packages may also include: 
Additional straps, sanitary sleeves, protective eyewear, 
carrying case, operations guide,  2-year warranty and 
lifetime support.

Relax. Restore. 
Reignite Your Light.
Body Pad 
120 Red Spectrum and 144 Infrared Spectrum 
LED Photo pulsation diodes covering the 
greatest surface area of the body. 

Local Pad 
A powerful concentration of 60 Red Spectrum 
and 72 Infrared Spectrum LED Photo pulsation 
diodes housed in a flexible neoprene pad best 
used for targeted areas of the body. 

Eye Mask 
52 Red Spectrum and 52 Blue Spectrum 
LED Photo pulsation diodes.

PureLight Handheld
The ‘star’ design emits 24 Red and Infrared 
light- emitting diodes (LEDs) and can safely be 
used anywhere on the body except directly 
over the eyes. The pre-programmed settings 
are identical to all ÉLAN light controllers.

Pure 3-Port Controller 
3-Ports with push button controls and easy to 
use setting placement.

6-Port Premier Controller
This unit allows for 6 pads to be used at once. 
The easy-to-read backlit display gives the 
option of customized sessions by frequency, 
length  of session and channel. The options are 
virtually endless with this model.

The Genesis 
Generation
Platinum Wellness Package $8250 

Includes Premier Wellness Pkg, Blue Body, 
Pain Buster, Eternal Youth Light Facial

Includes 6-Port Premier Controller, PIPS, 
Eye Mask, Local Pad, Body Pad

Premier Wellness Package $5950 

Pure Wellness Package $2995 
Includes 3-Port Pure Controller, Eye 
Mask, Local Pad, Body Pad

PureLight Portable Package $2995 

  Includes Red PureLight Portable 
Controller with Portable Blues Buster Pad

Professional Interface Programming 
Software $300 
Offers unlimited custom sessions at the 
click of a button. With the flexibility to 
set specific frequencies and time 
intervals you can set it and forget it!
WonderWand Light Wand $299 ea  

Available in 4 colors. Red, Red/Infrared, 
Blue and Violet. 

Rejuvenating Light Facial $795 

With 132 Red SMT diodes this 
hypoallergenic silicone design offers 
targeted light to combat the signs of 
aging.
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